Dear audience,
We are ecstatic to be performing for you in this
stunning, brand-new venue. ADC has bounced
around the past few years looking for the right
place to call home to Celtic Celebration after our
beloved Murray Amphitheater we used for so long
became unavailable to us. Then we were hit with
uncertainty from COVID after working so hard to
build our new studio in Fall 2019, and we were
presented with new challenges to overcome.
One thing that has remained constant, however,
is the amazing support we receive from our
dance families and the passion that each of our
instructors brings.
Because of our faculty's commitment to this
amazing studio, we have been able to flourish and
are proud to present this amazing show in our
23rd year of dancing, with over 100 performers
(ranging in age from three to "grandparent").
We've had the chance to dance on many
wonderful stages over the years and in front
of many receptive audiences. We anticipate
this will be one of the best. The creative efforts
of our amazing faculty, alumni, mentors, and
students will be sure to entertain, amuse, and
inspire. Thank you for coming to support us in our
culminating show, "Elements," and continuing to
support us throughout the year. We hope you will
be "blown" away by our imagery, "ignited" by our
energy, "rocked" by our rhythm, and "drenched" in
our appreciation.
Thank you for being part of ADC. We look forward
to continuing this tradition with you!
Emily Beech, director

*Four Sisters

Water dances in whale path and brook
Harbors the fish, yet also the hook
Hides the merfolk from curious looks
Water is wild, she canna be tamed
Wind can ruffle the horse's mane
Weave a path through thunder and rain
Kiss the jonquils that dapple the lane
Wind is wild, she canna be tamed
Earth has heath and heather copse
Snowy vales and granite drops
Bogs and moors and mountaintops
Earth is wild; she canna be tamed
Fire dances in carriages' lamps
Comforts our souls in the dark and the damp
Clears black paths with a brutal stamp
Fire is wild; she canna be tamed
Throw a saddle on earth;
You'll never ride her;
Clap chains on fire;
She will break free
These are two sisters
Who canna be tamed
These are two sisters
Who must be free
Make friendless the wind:
She will but mock you;
Hem up the water,
She'll not bow the knee
These four sisters
Serve God alone
They'll show you their eyes
But they will be free
Cindy Rakes
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Elements

Celtic Celebration 2022
FOUR SISTERS*....................................................................................................................................ALL CLASSES
"The Sheenearlahi Set" by Omnia; poem by Cindy Rakes; performed by Emma Faye
Welcome to our 23rd Annual Celtic Celebration! We are excited to introduce our elemental
theme with a dance including every one of our classes! The poem recited in this number
was written specifically for this show by our very own Cindy Rakes and performed by one of
our alums, Emma Faye. Follow along with the poem on the previous page!
WIND CEILI (ANTRIM REEL). . .........................................................................................................................FIANNA
"Osiris" by The SIDH
At the beginning of this year, our teachers were advised not to include ceili (group
partnered dances that generally include handholding) in our curriculum, as we weren't
sure of the COVID situation. To bypass the issue of social distancing, the teacher decided to
adapt this ceili by including veils and more distance between dancers. We hope you enjoy
this fun and unusual rendition of the traditional "Antrim Reel."
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UNDER THE SEA. . ......................................................................................................SHAMROCKS, LEPRECHAUNS
by Samuel E. Wright and Disney
We got no troubles, life is the bubbles! Under the sea!
FIRE MEDLEY...............................................................................................................................ELVES, GRYPHONS
"Burnin' Up" by Jessie J; "Fired Up" from ZOMBIES; "Dynamite" by BTS
Fire burns with passion and luminosity. Celebrate with us the thrill of fire as we dance
ablaze with its energy in three movements.
ELEMENTS................................................................................................................................................ BANSHEES
a cappella
Plato once tried to assign shapes to the different elements, such as the tetrahedron (fire),
octahedron (air), hexahedron (a.k.a., cube—earth), and icosahedron (water). While we may
not be able to make a tetrahedron on stage, we can try to epitomize each element through
formations, sound, and movement.
All four elements are represented in this dance—whether by making a storm with our feet,
or simple shapes like a square representing earth (like Plato's earth "cube"), or a blowing
line representing leaves in the wind, or a circle representing a bonfire. See if you can notice
each element's formation and sound.
BLACKTHORN STICK.. ....................................................................................................... MEGAN FOTHERINGHAM
by Sean Softley
The Irish hold the fawn as a symbol of the forest, a creature of magic able to move between
worlds. They also have many stories of humans who have been transformed into deer. The
beautiful Sadhbh (sometimes spelled Sive) found herself in the clutches of Fer Doirich, a
dark faerie who turned her into a fawn for refusing to love him. There's even a tale that St.
Patrick himself managed to turn into a deer to escape a trap laid by a pagan king.
We think you'll agree that whether the fawn on our stage is a creature of magic or a human
transformed, she certainly has all the agility and grace of a deer.
GARDEN OF DAISIES..................................................................................................................................SEANCHAÍ
by Michael Cooney
The original name of this set tune was "Garland of Daisies," as it was danced on Garland
Sunday. This dance initially celebrated a potato harvest and included women wearing
strands of potato blossoms about their necks. The choreography in our show better reflects
a group of happy druids coming to greet their local magical fawn.
A LONG TIME AGO..........................................................................................................................................SPRITES
by The Irish Rovers
We've sung old Ireland's glory
The laughter and the tears
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The immigrants, and the heroes, and the shameful famine years
Winsome girls and soldiers who fought the common foe
We sang the songs of Ireland boys a long time ago
CHINESE ELEMENTS......................................................................................................................................FIANNA
"Elements" by Lindsey Stirling
The basic four elements from European philosophy are water, fire, earth, and air. In Chinese
philosophy, there are five: water, fire, earth, metal, and wood. Used in medicine, philosophy,
feng shui, fortune-telling, and martial arts, the "Five Element Theory asserts that the world
changes according to the five elements' generating or overcoming relationships. Generating
and overcoming are the complementary processes—the yin and yang—of Five Element
Theory. Generating processes [promotes] development, while overcoming processes
[controls] development. By promoting and restraining, systems are harmonized and balance is
maintained." (Fercility Jiang, "Chineses Five Elements Philosophy and Culture," China Highlights,
May 19, 2022.)
The dancers decided to follow this concept when they realized their class had exactly five
members. We hope you enjoy this fusion of Chinese and Irish movement, choreographed by
the dancers themselves!
GAELIC STORM.............................................................................................................................................. FAERIES
"The Storm" by Gaelic Storm
A note from the choreographer, Gloria Salisbury: "When I was in eighth grade, my friends
and I put together this dance for a school talent show. We were so incredibly proud
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of it and performed it at every
opportunity we could after that. I
was so delighted to revamp the old
choreography for the Faeries this
year. We were 'Faeries' ourselves
when we created this dance, so this
dance feels like it's come full circle."
RIBBON DANCE............................................BANSHEES
"Nil Na La" by Solas
A ceili (pronounced "kay-lee") in soft
shoes with a visual nod to the Irish
flag, we place this dance in the earth
category in honor of the Emerald
Isle herself, the motherland of our
favorite dance form.
TELL ME MA................................FAERIES, GRYPHONS
by Sham Rock
An old ADC classic, and a rite of
passage for our younger dancers,
this dance form is called a "stepout"
and is an opportunity for dancers to
showcase individual steps.
THE BLACKBIRD: MOLYNEAUX, TRADITIONAL...........
SEANCHAÍ, FAERIES, BANSHEES, FIANNA
by Seán Clohessy, Sean McComiskey,
and Kieran Jordan
There are thirty classic set tunes
to which set dances are performed.
Some of those tunes have set
choreography, known the world over
in the Irish dance community with
only minor variation. Sometimes
one set tune can have multiple
set dances, as is the case with
"The Blackbird." Here we perform
both the Molyneaux Blackbird
(choreographed by dance master
Jeremiah Molyneaux) and an older
traditional version of the set.
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Though we set this in the wind category, as we joke that we look like a flock of birds while
dancing it, "The Blackbird" has a historical connotation to a person, not the animal. In the
1700s, Jacobite dancing masters and musicians composed this set in reference to Bonnie
Prince Charlie. During the Jacobite rebellions, it was not safe to refer to the prince by name,
but one of his nicknames was "The Blackbird." In Irish folklore, a blackbird (as opposed to a
raven or a crow) is seen as a symbol of good fortune, which perhaps reflected the hope that
Prince Charles would ascend the throne of England, facilitating the return of Gaelic Ireland.
BALLROOM OF ROMANCE............................................................................................................... LUCKY CHARMS
by Celtic Woman
This number adapts the "Siege of Ennis" ceili with some variation. This ceili is based on the
town Ennis in County Clare in Ireland, representing the battle when Ennis was sieged.
VALLEY GREENS. . ..................................................................................................................................... BANSHEES
by The Green Lads
Enjoy another stepout dance, this time giving our adult dancers a spotlight to demonstrate
their skills.

Intermission
TÉIR ABHAILE RIÚ...................................................................................FAERIES, GRYPHONS, FIANNA, KELPIES
by Celtic Woman
We can't pronounce the name of the song, but we sure love to dance to it.
TWO-HAND....................................................................................................... RACHEL MARKS, KYLIE BACHMAN
"Tá na Báid (The Boats Are Far at Sea)" by Fiachra
Tá na báid go domhain san fharraige,
Iasc ar snámh is líonta tarraingthe,
Tonnta arda, gaoth is anafa,
Slán abhaile go dtaga na fir.
(The boats are far at sea,
Swimming fish and pulled nets,
High waves, wind and storm,
May the men return safely home.)
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GALWAY GIRL............................................................................................................................................GRYPHONS
by The Green Lads
Well, I took a stroll on the old long walk
On a day-i-ay-i-ay
I met a little girl and we stopped to talk
Of a fine soft day-i-ay-i-ay
And I ask you, friend, what's a fella to do
'Cause her hair is black and her eyes are blue
And I knew right then I'd be takin' a whirl
'Round the salthill prom with a Galway girl
JOB OF JOURNEYWORK............................................................................................................................SEANCHAÍ
by Sean Softley
An old tune with old choreography (circa 1700), "Job of Journeywork" was created to
commemorate the many journeymen dance masters of Ireland.
SURFACE PRESSURE. . ................................................................................................................. FAERIES, SPRITES
written by Lin Manuel Miranda; performed by Jessica Darrow
A mix of Irish dance and Broadway/hip hop choreography meant to honor the amazing
character Luisa Madrigal from Disney's Encanto. A young woman strong enough to crush
rocks and move buildings, Luisa tries to be a pillar of strength for her family. We love her for
her kindness and selflessness, and also because we all can relate to some degree as we try
not to crack under the pressure of our responsibilities.
POKÉMON.............................................................................................. FIANNA, LUCKY CHARMS, TEAM ROCKET
Theme from Pokémon: Mewtwo Strikes Back; "Jigglypuff Song"; "Double Trouble" (Team Rocket theme);
"Pokémon Dubstep Remix (Cover)" by Lindsey Stirling & Kurt Hugo Schneider
Pokémon roam the world, specializing in various elements (fire, water, grass, etc.) and
fighting powers. Pokémon trainers strive to catch Pokémon and hone their skills to become
the best. Team Rocket, headed by the infamous Jesse and James, seek to steal Pokémon
for their own—especially the powerful electric-type Pokémon, Pikachu. Will Team Rocket
finally succeed this time, or will the Pokémon and their trainers hold strong and win the
day? Dance based on the popular cartoon series Pokémon.
SAINT PATRICK'S DAY........................................................................................................................... SHAMROCKS
by The Speks
One of our favorite days of the year! And who better to showcase our joy in that day than
our wee Shamrock class?
DANCE ABOVE THE RAINBOW......................................................................................................... LEPRECHAUNS
by Ronan Hardiman
Water and light bring us the beauty of the rainbow. Our little Leprechaun class looks
awfully cute bringing lots of color to the stage.
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FESTIVAL SLIP JIG/DAUGHTER OF THE SEA...............................................................................................FIANNA
Cover by Sharm and Alison M. Sparrow
"Beware, beware the Daughter of the Sea."
"Beware," I heard him cry.
His words carried upon the ocean breeze,
As he sank beneath the tide.
AVATAR: THE LAST AIRBENDER. . ............................................................................................................... COUPLES
"Avatar: The Last Airbender Theme—Epic Version" by Samuel Kim Music
The world is split into four nations: water tribe, earth kingdom, fire nation, and air nomads.
In a war-torn world of elemental magic, a young boy trapped for 100 years reawakens to
discover he is the last airbender alive. He must undertake a dangerous quest to fulfill his
destiny as the Avatar (master of all four elements) and unite the nations to finally bring
peace to the world. Dance based on the popular cartoon series Avatar: The Last Airbender.
WIND THAT SHAKES THE BARLEY.................................................................... SCARLETT JONES, ELLIE BEECH,
............................................................................................................................... SASHA BEECH, ALAYNA BUCK
Traditional tune, accompanied by Zoey Pilling on fiddle
We love seeing our young dancers apply what they learn into their own creations. This
dance was choreographed by the dancers themselves, with help from director Emily Beech
adapting some ceili formations from "Walls of Limerick."
WIND SLIP JIG........................................................................................................................................... BANSHEES
"Countess Cathleen" by Bill Whelan (Riverdance)
Can you paint with all the colors of the wind? We can at least try to dance with them.
LUCKY JIG........................................................................................................................................................... ELVES
by Alternative ID
The "Harvest Time Jig" ceili with some variation. This ceili originated in west Ireland in the
eighteenth century.
MY SONGS KNOW WHAT YOU DID IN THE DARK................................................................ FAERIES, GRYPHONS,
(LIGHT 'EM UP). . ................................................................................................ FIANNA, BANSHEES, SEANCHAÍ
by Fall Out Boy
How could we resist ending the show with a fiery bang? After all, we are An Dragan Ceilteach.
BOW........................................................................................................................................................ALL CLASSES
"Heart and Soul" by Wolfstone
Thank you for coming and supporting ADC! We had a blast, and we hope you did too!
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Dancers
BANSHEES
Derived from the Old Irish for "woman of the faerie
mound." Her name is connected to the various
mounds of earth dotted around the Irish countryside
known as tumuli, which traditionally covered a grave
or a number of graves and were said to be home to
spirits of the dead.
ELVES
In Celtic mythology, Aos Sí is the Irish name for a
supernatural race comparable to elves. They are said
to live underground, across the sea, or in an invisible
world that parallels the human world. They fiercely
defend their homes, which might be in a forest, loch,
or faerie hill.
FAERIES
Irish faeries were banished underground a thousand
years ago and now live underneath faerie trees
that act as a gateway between our world and their
magical world. Woe to anyone who cuts down a
faerie tree—it’s very bad luck.
FIANNA
Small warrior-hunter bands in Gaelic Ireland during
the Iron Age and early Middle Ages. According to Irish
legend, they were involved in adventures and heroic
deeds.
GRYPHONS
A mythical Celtic creature, with the head of one
animal and the body of another.
LEPRECHAUNS
A solitary creature whose principal occupation is
making and cobbling shoes and who enjoys practical
jokes.
LUCKY CHARMS
Okay, so Lucky Charms may not have actual ties to
anything authentically Irish, but we can still agree
they are magically delicious.
SEANCHAÍ
A traditional Gaelic storyteller/historian. We chose
this name for our set dancing class as the dances
they perform use traditional choreography passed
down through the centuries as originally taught
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BANSHEES
Emily Beech
Kylie Bachman
Sarah Bagley
Corinne Ballard
Emily Beech
Laurie Duersch
Rachel Duffin
Dominique Franklin
Amanda Freshman
Jessica George
Caroline Larsen
Rachel Marks
McKenna Murray
Gloria Salisbury
Tamra Short
Krista Stone
ELVES
Laurie Duersch
Christina Jessop
Sophia Dall
Emma Hess
Adrianna Jessop
Andrew Jessop
Mallory Moss
Nellie Simmons
FAERIES
Gloria Salisbury
Katherine Clarke
Josephine Fowers
Kaitlyn Hilton
Gwen King
Ruby Lym
Mirelle Madsen
Kayleigh Minson
Elyse Osborn
Hazel Smith
FIANNA
Megan Fotheringham
Gloria Salisbury
Natalie Dahl
Aliah Duffin
Emmary Fowers
Lydia James
Christina Jessop

Zoe Maxwell
Grace Purser
Addison Short
GRYPHONS
Emily Beech
Laurie Duersch
Ellie Beech
Sasha Beech
Juliette Hill
Sydney Hill
Scarlett Jones
Reid Simmons
Rose Spencer
Katelyn Wagner
Kensington Walpole
Hailey Windsor
LEPRECHAUNS
Megan Fotheringham
Lydia James
Claire Boehm
Aisling Donovan
Daphne Jones
Hazel Miller
Maeve Minson
Maya Peters
Eden Spencer
Ivy Stout
LUCKY CHARMS
Laurie Duersch
Josephine Fowers
Claire Anderson
Taius Courtright
Christopher Duersch
Luke Duersch
Emily Freshman
Charity Jessop
Charlotte Jessop
SEANCHAÍ (SETS)
Gloria Salisbury
Emily Beech
Megan Fotheringham
Jessica George
Lydia James
Melanie King

Rachel Marks
Cindy Rakes
Reid Simmons
SHAMROCKS
Sarah Bagley
Zoe Maxwell
Addison Short
Annie Bagley
Sadie Clement
Madeline Madsen
Ivy Maxwell
Charlie Miller
Caroline Perucca
Locke Salisbury
Ireland Short

by dance masters, similar to how lore is passed from one
generation to another.
SHAMROCKS
From Irish seamróg , or "young clover." The shamrock has been
registered as a trademark by the government of Ireland.
SPRITES
In Irish folklore, sprites are found primarily in lakes and rivers.
Water sprites can breathe either air or water and often have the
ability to fly. Sprites are beautiful, elegant creatures.

SPRITES
Sarah Bagley
Alayna Buck
Karly Jenson
Levi Jenson
Aaliyah Meckley
Torrey Midgley
Zoey Pilling
Emily Rekow
Sarah Rekow
Arianna Tafur
Harper Teerlink
COUPLES
Laurie Duersch
Krista Stone
Laurie Duersch
& Trevor Duersch
Lydia James
& Reid Simmons
Caroline Larsen
& Skye Larsen
McKenna Murray
& Austen Arts
Stephanie Simmons
& Sam Simmons
Gina Troop
& Marshel Troop
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Staff & Credi ts
OWNERS
Liesl Allred
Leia Jones

DIRECTOR
Emily Beech
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Gloria Salisbury
FINANCE
Sarah Bagley
INSTRUCTORS
Sarah Bagley
Laurie Duersch
Megan Fotheringham
Krista Stone
TEACHING ASSISTANTS
Josephine Fowers
Lydia James
Christina Jessop
Zoe Maxwell
Addison Short
POSTER/COVER DESIGN
Kim Bachman
PROGRAM DESIGN
Caroline Larsen
LIGHT TECH
Ashton Pease
VIDEOGRAPHY
Paper Rock Pictures
NARRATION
Emma Faye
POEM
Cindy Rakes

FIND US ONLINE:

An Dragan Ceilteach
Irish Dancers
@adcirishdancers
band.us/
@adcirishdancers

COSTUMES
Emily Beech
Charisse Fuhriman
Leia Jones
Marta Kari
Cindy Rakes
Gloria Salisbury
Bri Walpole
Parents & dancers
EMBROIDERY
Wendy Wilkins

